Poet’s Profile - This month we feature one of our newer members (but certainly not
new to Bush Poetry). Being way out Esperance way, we haven't seen her as yet at a
muster, but she has made many appearances at regional festival where she was an instant hit. I refer to a lady who, while not being born here, has taken on our country and
our rural lifestyle with enthusiasm. Here’s this month’s poet, Victoria Brown
Born in Hampshire, England, Victoria journeyed to Esperance, Western Australia in 1982
to meet her Australian relations for the first time and enjoy a year of travel after obtaining
an English/Drama degree at Aberystwyth University, Wales.
She promptly found herself a ruggedly handsome farmer in the local yacht club, who
swept her off her feet and away to ‘Hill Plains’ where the family has lived and farmed
sheep, wheat and barley ever since.
A born entertainer, it didn’t take long before Victoria was working in commercial radio and writing and performing
her own unique style of bush poetry. Her diverse variety of subject matter has secured her many invitations as an
after dinner entertainer for organisations including Landcare, Farmsafe, and the Pastoralists & Graziers Association, culminating in a request to perform at a dinner in 2000 hosted by the then Premier of WA, Richard Court.
She is often heard on the country’s national broadcaster, having been a regular contributor to Ted Bull’s ABC Radio Statewide afternoon program for many years.
A published poet and contributor to many newspapers and magazines, Victoria spends her spare time (when not
managing the farm office), writing, sailing, performing the role of Master of Ceremonies at varied venues, treading
the boards at the Esperance Theatre Guild, thundering around on the back of a horse, and trying to get her husband to work in the garden!
Tom and Victoria have three children, Sarah, Tiffany and Will, whose misdemeanours and adventures provide
Victoria with an endless supply of material for both paper and radio……to their horror!
After several exciting escapades in the bush she has finally learnt the golden rule of living in the country. “Never
take your bra off to mow the lawn.”
Letter to the Editor:
Last month, we were both disappointed in our performance! We would like it known that we were invited to
speak on the “Fitzroy” incident.
The subject is very complex and to many, quite unbelievable. As it, and its consequences stretched over 16 years,
it was impossible to condense it to a time suitable for the
occasion. Just one thing of many, my "paper” on reserve
fuel which was rejected by the company was adopted by
the Australian federation of Air Pilots. After the event, the
Company and the Civil Aviation Authority endorsed it formally and legally. Without the extra fuel, the result would
definitely have ended in tragedy. I had written the paper a
year before the event.
That and several other circumstances makes the event so
unbelievable for me, and others at times.
Sylvia felt she knew her poem but says she panicked a bit
when the lighting was too dark to refer to her notes.
Congratulations and thanks for all the hard work you do
for the group. We like the new venue—coffee at interval
is better for us than a Gin & T
Harold & Sylvia Rowell.
This letter is in response to Harold running out of time
when relating his recollections of the event (and subsequent enquiries) which, due to a combination of weather,
aviation regulations at the time and bureaucratic bungling
almost caused the plane which Harold was piloting to
crash with the likelihood of 100% casualties — Harold, If
it’s not already been done, I feel that your recollections
should be written down ASAP and published as an important part of our aviation history. Any takers ? Ed.
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Just as last month’s Bully Tin was on its way to the printers I
received the sad news that Leigh Mathews has finally succumbed to the cancer with which he’d lived for some time.
Here are a couple of fitting tributes to Leigh
VALE LEIGH MATHEWS.
One of our original yarn spinner/bush poets, the Henry Lawson look alike, Leigh Mathews, passed away Thursday May
22. When I originally promoted the idea of forming an Association and it was in the paper, Leigh was one of the first to
phone me about joining up with this new ( in WA.) group of
Bush Poetry enthusiasts.
At the time he was the resident yarn spinner/ story teller/
bush poet at Pioneer Village in Armadale and a regular contributor to the ABC's afternoon programme. He brought a
touch of authenticity to our musters at the old camp, the
Raffles Hotel, when he was a regular attendee, he gave the
appearance of the quintessential fair dinkum Aussie and
had a permanent spot on the lobby where he could smoke
his roll your owns with impunity.
Leigh was a good bloke to perform with, with his laid back
casual style and his yarns about the fictitious character
'Gudga Smith'. Over the last few years, we haven't seen
much of the Vietnam Veteran, he had done up his old caravan and headed north where he found his niche on a station
which catered for tourists in the Northern Territory
where he spent the winter entertaining the tourists and doing a few jobs around the station homestead, he told me
that he enjoyed it.
Bush Poetry attracts some real characters, the likeable
Leigh Mathews was surely one of them.
Rusty Christensen.

Leigh Mathews
Boyup Brook in 2008, Where the great Bush Poets rhyme
I saw our mate Leigh Mathews, for what was left of his time
Though his body was barely holding together, Humour stayed intact
I watched in disbelief as he delivered his humorous act
Though down to forty kilos, to me he was a big man
I’d often have a yarn to him, by his ffunny little caravan.
He loved the bush, he loved Australia, he loved comedy and vertse
But the dice didn’t roll his way, and he was hit by cancer’s curse
I remember his days in the bush band, the hotel was literally pumping
At the front with bottle tops jingling, Leigh’s lagerphone was thumping
They called him “Splinter Lawson”, as he resembled the famous bard
And like the man himself, his life was fairly hard.
Like Henry as well, he had an affinity with the common folk
In Aussie vernacular he’d be described as a bloody decent bloke.
So Bush Poetry has lost another one, we’ll miss his wizened frame
Though probably St. Peter has him, so heaven wont be the same
He’s probably talking to young Bill McAtee, You can imagine
what they’d say
“Pull up a cloud, you people, there’s a Poets Breakfast on today”
Peter Capp May 2008
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